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T

he purpose
p
of Evaluation
n Essentialls:
From
m A to Z, according
a
to
o Alkin, is to
equip readers “…with
“
concepts—th
he
n evaluatio
on,” enablin
ng
ability to engage in
them to “…‘walk th
he walk’ in
nstead of ju
ust
‘talk thee talk’” (p. 1). Alkin accomplish
a
es
the book
k’s purposee by outlining processes
that focu
us on a user-oriented
d perspectiv
ve
for cond
ducting prog
gram evaluations.
Undeer consideeration of the book
k’s
purposee and conten
nt, the idea
al readers are
a
people with lim
mited kno
owledge of
ok is writteen
evaluation. As succh, the boo
for the novice ev
valuator, prrogram sta
aff
memberrs who wish
w
to ga
ain a bassic
understa
anding off program evaluatio
on,
people who
w
use orr commissiion progra
am
evaluations, and students
s
en
nrolled in an
a
undergrraduate-leveel evaluattion coursse.
One may
m
also use the book as a
supplem
mental tex
xtbook fo
or studen
nts
enrolled
d in an entry-leveel gradua
ate
evaluation course. The first set of readeers
will benefit from th
he book in that
t
they will
w
gain an
a
undersstanding of
o progra
am
evaluation and thee processes employed in
up,
conducting evaluattions. The latter grou
graduatee students, will acqu
uire a sollid
foundatiion of progrram evalua
ation.

Orrganized in
nto 26 sectiions, using A to
Z as a mnemon
nic device, the first tthree
sectio
ons, A, B, and C, ovverview wh
hat is
evalu ation, why do evaluattion, and w
who is
the evvaluator, reespectively.. The remaiining
sectio
ons focus on evaluattion essen
ntials,
which
h Alkin divvides into ffour catego
ories:
evalu ation activiity, aids to getting it d
done
propeerly, additiional evalu
uation opttions,
and p
potential avvenues for ffuture learn
ning.
Sectio
ons D thou
ugh V, exclu
uding E, disscuss
13 evaluation activities: identiffying
holders, ggaining understandin
ng of
stakeh
the
orgaanizational//social/poliitical
desccribing
tthe
prog
gram,
conteext,
underrstanding the prograam, develo
oping
initiall evaluatio
on question
ns, consideering
possib
ble instru
umentation
n, determiining
evalu able
queestions,
ffinalizing
the
evalu ation plan
n, determin
ning proced
dural
aspeccts of thee plan, aanalyzing d
data,
answeering evalu
uation questtions, reporting
evalu ation
reesults,
aand
hellping
stakeh
holders to u
use the resu
ults. Section
ns E,
W, an
nd X proviide aids to getting it done
propeerly, whicch involvee maintaiining
relatio
onships witth stakehollders, manaaging
the
evaluation
n,
and
abiding
by
appro
opriate evalluation stan
ndards. Secction
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Y presents a type of an additional
evaluation option, conducting a cost
analysis, and the last section Z offers
potential avenues for future learning.
Strengths throughout the sections
include, but are not limited to,
philosophies of theorists and professional
advice. Alkin, perhaps unintentionally,
equips the reader with the names of
theorists and their main contributions to
evaluation by citing quotes and coined
terms, such as Robert Stake’s analogy
between formative and summative
evaluation: “When the cook tastes the
soup, that’s formative. When the guest
tastes the soup, that’s summative.”
Likewise, Alkin offers guidance, ultimately
providing professional advice, for dealing
with evaluation essentials that possess
varying
perspectives
or
entail
methodological latitude.
Another strength of the book is the
inclusion of a program evaluation case
study in sections C through X. At the end
of each section, Alkin presents a case
study exercise that asks questions or
outlines a group activity that encourages
the reader to apply concepts learned in
the sections. For example, after reading
about who is an evaluator in section C,
Alkin (2011) prompts the reader to
consider “…who might do an evaluation of
[the] program…” presented in the RUPAS
case (p. 38). Alkin also provides
suggestions for instructors in using the
case study in class. For example, “If you
are reading this book in class, you may
wish to discuss this with other readers” (p.
38). The case study helps reinforce
evaluation essentials discussed in each
section.
Also presented at the end of each
section are supplemental readings.
Because each section briefly discusses an
evaluation essential, Alkin recognizes the
potential interest to learn more and

therefore
offers
further
readings,
including specific pages within books and
journal articles. Many of the suggested
additional readings are short, easily
comprehended, and either reinforce or
augment
the
evaluation
essentials
discussed.
Throughout the book, Alkin discusses
the essentials for conducting an
evaluation, predominately centering on
use-oriented program evaluation. In other
words, the book lacks examples from
methods- and value-oriented perspectives
as well as the other evaluation “Ps:”
personnel
evaluation,
performance
evaluation, product evaluation, policy
evaluation, portfolio evaluation, and
proposal evaluation. Consequently, a
better title for the book might be UserOriented Program Evaluation: From A to
Z. This way, the title better reflects the
content of the book.
Despite the heavy focus on useroriented program evaluation, Evaluation
Essentials: From A to Z, fulfills its stated
purpose and is structured clearly and
concisely in a manner that gives the
reader a basic understanding of program
evaluation, including a method for
designing and implementing evaluations.
Upon reading the book, Evaluation
Essentials: From A to Z could serve as a
reference tool that one may consult when
designing and implementing program
evaluations. Thus, novice evaluators,
program staff who wish to gain a basic
understanding of program evaluation,
people
who
use
or
commission
evaluations, and students enrolled in an
undergraduate-level evaluation course
should purchase and read Evaluation
Essentials: From A to Z.
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